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p-hydrogen bonding between water and aromatic hydrocarbons
at high temperatures and pressures
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Infrared OH stretching absorption of HDO isolated in aromatic hydrocarbons have been measured
at temperatures of 473 and 523 K and at pressures in the 100–350 bar range. The peak frequencies
are dependent on the solvents and their order, benzene.toluene.ethylbenzene.cumene
.o-xylene;m-xylene.mesitylene, is exactly the same as the order for the ionization potentials of
the hydrocarbons. Shifts of the frequencies from that of HDO in hexane, which was measured as a
reference at the same temperature and pressure, were analyzed using a charge transfer theory for
hydrogen bonding. Distances between the water molecule and a solvent phenyl ring were estimated
to be 2.860.1 and 2.960.1 Å at 473 and 523 K, respectively. These values are consistent with a
structure of a water–benzene complex determined by a jet-cooled microwave spectroscopy. These
facts suggest that thep-hydrogen bond between water and aromatic hydrocarbons exists even at the
high temperatures under pressure. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1484105#

I. INTRODUCTION

It has been known for a long time that aromatic hydro-
carbons act as hydrogen bonding bases. This tendency was
initially confirmed by infrared spectroscopy.1 The spectrum
of o-biphenylol ~2-hydroxybiphenyl! in a dilute CCl4 solu-
tion showed a doublet in the region of the first overtone of
the OH stretching. The doublet was assigned to two different
conformers in equilibrium produced by coupling of the hy-
droxyl group with the nearby phenyl ring. After that, many
researchers have studied intra- or intermolecular interactions
that aromatic hydrocarbons act as hydrogen bonding bases.2,3

On the other hand, hydrogen bonding of water with benzene
was indirectly confirmed by a1H–NMR method.4–6 The hy-
drogen bond interaction usually shifts a proton resonance
signal to lower fields, but the interaction with benzene shifts
the proton signal of water to higher fields. This opposite shift
has been interpreted in terms of the diamagnetic anisotropy
of the aromaticp electrons. The hydrogen bonding interac-
tion of water with aromatic hydrocarbons in the liquid state
was also studied by infrared spectroscopy.7–9 Furthermore,
complexation of water with alkyl-substituted benzenes was
studied in argon matrices by infrared spectroscopy.10 Com-
parison of the peak wave numbers of water bands of the
complexes and isolated water indicatedp-hydrogen bond in-
teractions between a water molecule and a phenyl ring. The
ground-state microwave spectroscopy11 and the resonant ion-
dip infrared spectroscopy12,13 of jet-cooled water–benzene
mixture have revealed gas-phase structure of the water–
benzene complex, in which the hydrogen atom of a water
molecule points towards the benzene ring.Ab initio calcula-
tions have shown that the order of magnitude of the binding
energy of the water–benzene complex is 7–12
kJ mol21,11,14–16which is intermediate between the binding
energy of van der Waals complexes and that of typical
hydrogen-bonded complexes. Some authors claimed that the

rather large mutual solubility of water with aromatic hydro-
carbons as compared with alkanes at ambient condition
should be the result of a hydrogen-bondlike interaction be-
tween water andp electrons of an aromatic ring.17,18

This type of interaction involvingp electrons has been
considered to be important in biological systems.19 The com-
mon constituents of globular proteins such as phenylalanine,
tryptophan, and tyrosine possess an aromatic side-chain.
When they encounter water molecules in internal hydropho-
bic cavities of the protein,p-hydrogen bonds may contribute
to stabilize the local structure of the proteins.20 On the other
hand, if they lie on the surface of proteins,p-hydrogen
bonds will contribute hydration energy.21 Water at high tem-
peratures and pressures, that is, the hydrothermal conditions,
is prevalent in geochemistry and may have contributed to the
origin of life.22,23 To understand microscopic mechanism of
the supercritical water oxidation of organic wastes, molecu-
lar dynamics simulations have been performed.24–26 It has
been pointed out that a benzene molecule can be preferably
approached by the hydrogen atom of a water molecule under
the supercritical condition.26 The hydrogen bonds between
water and aromatics at high temperatures and pressures,
however, still remain largely unknown. In the previous
papers,27–31we have reported the infrared spectra of HDO in
some aromatic hydrocarbons at high temperatures and pres-
sures, and found a certain correlation between the frequency
shifts of HDO and the ionization potentials of the aromatic
hydrocarbons at 373–473 K and 100 bar.28 This fact suggests
that the interaction of water and aromatic hydrocarbons in
the high temperature–pressure mixtures can be described as
p-hydrogen-bonding. In order to obtain further insight into
thep-hydrogen-bonding, this paper deals with measurements
of the infrared spectra of HDO in aromatic hydrocarbons at
the extended range of temperature and pressure and reports
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an analysis of the frequency shifts on the bases of a charge-
transfer model.

II. EXPERIMENT

A high-pressure cell used has been described in detail
elsewhere.30,31 The optical path length of a sample was 1
mm. Spectroscopic grade benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene,
cumene,o-xylene, m-xylene, mesitylene, and hexane from
Nakarai Tesque~Japan! and deuterium oxide~99.9% D! from
CEA ~France! were used as received. The water specimens
were mixtures of H2O and D2O with a ratio of 1:10 and 1:20.
Then the ratios of the isotopic species H2O, HDO, and D2O
in these specimens were estimated to be 1:20:100 or
1:40:400. Therefore, contribution of H2O to the infrared OH
stretching absorption can be approximately neglected as
compared with that of HDO, and the observed OH band is
assigned only to HDO. A syringe pump of liquid chromatog-
raphy was used for transmitting compressed liquids of hy-
drocarbons into the cell in which a certain amount of the
water specimens had been put in advance and its level ad-
justed so as to be slightly below the optical path. Infrared
absorption of the hydrocarbon-rich phase was observed with
a BOMEM DA3 Fourier-transform spectrometer equipped
with a CaF2 beamsplitter and a mercury–cadmium–telluride
detector. The spectral measurements were performed with 2
cm21 resolution at sample temperatures 473 and 523 K and
pressures in the 100–350 bar range. The phase equilibrium
of the mixture was confirmed by the spectrum that was un-
changed for at least 1 h. Absorbance of HDO in the OH

stretching region was obtained by subtracting the spectrum
of neat hydrocarbon measured at the same condition.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the OH stretching absorption of
HDO dissolved in cumene at 473 and 523 K at a few pres-
sures. Bands at about 3640 cm21 and 3580 cm21 are as-
signed to hydrogen-bond-free OH groups and hydrogen-
bonded OH groups, respectively.27,28 It should be mentioned
here that the term ‘‘hydrogen-bonded’’ means ‘‘hydrogen-
bonded to water’’ and the hydrogen-bond-free groups are the
ones believed to be bonded to the aromatic hydrocarbons
probably through ap-hydrogen bonding. A band at about
3910 cm21 is assigned to a combination band of D2O.29 In-
frared absorption of HDO observed in all the solvents used
are very similar in profile as seen in Fig. 2. Positions of
the hydrogen-bond-free bands, however, vary with different
solvents. The peak frequencies are in the following
order, benzene.toluene.ethylbenzene.cumene.o-xylene
;m-xylene.mesitylene. This is exactly the same order as
that of the vertical ionization potentials32 of the hydrocar-
bons as shown in Fig. 3. The ability of the hydrocarbons as
the hydrogen-bond acceptor will be related to their electron-
release tendency which is represented by the ionization po-
tential. Another intriguing point is that the peak frequencies
of the monomeric HDO in benzene, 3649–3651 cm21 in the
473–523 K range, are near to that of a water–benzene com-
plex, 3650 cm21,12 which was observed for a jet-cooled clus-
ter with resonant ion-dip infrared spectroscopy. This agree-
ment suggests that the monomeric water in benzene at high
temperature and pressure undergoes a similar interaction to

FIG. 1. Infrared absorption of HDO in cumene at 473 K~a! and 523 K~b!
at a few pressures. FIG. 2. Infrared absorption of HDO in various alkyl-substituted benzenes at

473 K and 100 bar.
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that in the low-temperature complex, in which water forms a
hydrogen bond with benzene, with one of its hydrogen atoms
pointing toward the center of the aromatic ring.11 In this
configuration, thep-electron of the benzene ring is thought
to act as a hydrogen-bond acceptor.

To characterize further the water–hydrocarbon interac-
tion in the high-temperature–pressure mixtures, we analyzed
correlation between the OH stretching frequencies and the
ionization potentials of aromatic hydrocarbons using a
charge-transfer model for hydrogen bonding by Ratajczak
and Orville-Thomas.33 On the basis of Mulliken’s second-
order perturbation calculation for loose 1:1 charge-transfer
complexes,34 they derived the following relationship be-
tween the frequency shift of an X–H stretching band,
Dn(X–H), and the vertical ionization potential,I D , of an
electron donor molecule~aromatic hydrocarbon in the
present study!

@Dn~X–H!#215
a

b0
2 ~ I D2EA2C!, ~1!

where, EA is the electron affinity of the electron acceptor
molecule~water in the present study!, C is the difference in
stabilization energies between the excited and ground states,
a is a constant for structurally similar hydrogen-bonded com-
plexes, andb0 is related to the overlap integral between the
donor and acceptor orbitals. For convenience, Eq.~1! is re-
written as

@Dn~X–H!#215m•I D1n, ~2!

where

m5a•b0
22, ~3!

n52a•b0
22

•~EA1C!52m•~EA1C!. ~4!

Thus, a linear relationship is expected between (Dn)21 and
I D .

The frequency shiftDn is given byDn5nF2nB , where
nF andnB , respectively, are OH stretching frequencies free
from and influenced by the charge transfer effect. As a value
of nF , the OH stretching frequency of HDO in hexane at the
same temperature and pressure as fornB is used. It is as-
sumed thatnF involves a similar interaction to that in aro-

matic hydrocarbons except the charge transfer effect. Figure
4 shows infrared absorption of HDO in hexane at 473 K and
100 bar. The profile of the OH absorption is remarkably dif-
ferent from those in aromatic hydrocarbons. The bands at
around 3680 and 3600 cm21 are assigned to the hydrogen-
bond-free and hydrogen-bonded species by the analogy with
the OH bands in aromatic hydrocarbons. The band at about
3780 cm21 is assigned to a vibration-rotation transition of
hydrogen-bond-free HDO, by analogy with the peak of fre-
quency measured in an argon matrix.35 The corresponding
bands can be seen in the spectra in Fig. 2, but their relative
intensities are significantly smaller than that of 3780 cm21

band in hexane. This fact indicates that the rotational motion
of the water molecule in hexane is significantly free as com-
pared with that in aromatic hydrocarbons, and may be quasi-
free as in decane and octane at ambient condition.36,37This is
probably due to absence of a hydrogen-bondlike interaction
between water and hexane, being different from the interac-
tion between water and aromatic hydrocarbons. It should be
noted here that the 3780 cm21 band assigned to the
vibration-rotation transition should have a lower frequency
counterpart with roughly the same broadening but less inten-
sity. This component can be seen by a band decomposition
shown by dotted lines in Fig. 4. Details of the band shape
analysis will be reported elsewhere.

The resulting values of (Dn)21 are plotted againstI D in
Fig. 5. As expected above, the plots are approximately linear
for every experimental condition. This fact indicates that the
interaction between water and aromatic hydrocarbons in the
mixtures at high temperatures and pressures can be described
as the charge-transfer interaction or thep-hydrogen bonding.

Using theEA value of water, 1.2 eV,38 the distancer
between water and the phenyl ring can be estimated from the
experimentally determinedm andn values on the assumption
that r is independent of the aromatic hydrocarbons used in
the present study. From Eqs.~3! and ~4!, we obtain

n

m
1EA52C. ~5!

The stabilization energy of the excited state, or the charge
transfer state, is approximately given by the Coulomb energy

FIG. 3. The correlation between OH stretching frequencies of HDO and the
vertical ionization potential of solvent aromatic hydrocarbons.

FIG. 4. Infrared absorption of HDO in hexane at 473 K and 100 bar. The
arrow indicates thenF band, the Q branch of HDO molecules free from
water–water association.
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of the ion pair and much larger than that of the ground
state.39 Therefore, C is approximately given by
2q2/(4pe0r ), where q is the elementary electric charge
(q51.602310219 C! and e0 is the electric permittivity of
vacuum (e058.854310212 F m21!. Consequently, the dis-
tance or, strictly speaking, the charge transfer distancer be-
tween water and the aromatic hydrocarbon is given by the
following relationship:

r 5
q2

4pe0@2~n/m!2EA#
. ~6!

Using the values ofn/m estimated from the slope and the
intercept of the plots in Fig. 5,r is estimated to be 2.860.1
and 2.960.1 Å at 473 and 523 K, respectively. Ther values
are almost independent of pressure in the 100–350 bar range.
Figure 6 shows a schematic of a water–benzene complex,
where a cross~3! represents the center of the benzene ring.
In the MP-2 optimized structure,15 the distance from3 to the
hydrogen~H! involved in thep-hydrogen bond is 2.302 Å,
and the distance to the oxygen~O! of a water molecule is
3.210 Å, which is in fair agreement with the experimental
value of 3.347 Å determined from jet-cooled microwave
spectra.11 Considering the charge-transfer from thep-orbital
of the aromatic ring to the antibonding orbital of the OH
bond, it seems reasonable that ther values are in the middle
of the two explicitly defined distances mentioned above.
Therefore, the present experimental result indicates that the
concept ofp-hydrogen bonding is effective for describing
the water–aromatic hydrocarbon interaction in the high-
temperature–pressure mixtures.

IV. CONCLUSION

Infrared spectra of HDO dissolved in various aromatic
hydrocarbons have been measured at 473 and 523 K
and pressures in the 100–350 bar range. The OH stretching
frequencies assigned to HDO monomers, which are
free from water–water association, are in the following
order: benzene.toluene.ethylbenzene.cumene.o-xylene
;m-xylene.mesitylene. We have analyzed a correlation of
the OH stretching frequencies with the ionization potentials
of the solvent hydrocarbons using a charge transfer theory
for hydrogen bonding. The charge transfer distance between
the water molecule and the solvent aromatic ring estimated
by that model is consistent with the structure of a water–
benzene complex obtained by a jet-cooled microwave
spectroscopy13 and theoretical calculations.15 This fact sug-
gests that thep-hydrogen bond between water and aromatic
hydrocarbons exists even at high temperatures under pres-
sure.
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